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i Los Angeles Smog Problem 

There appear to be two general methods for alleviating the 

smog problem in the Los Angeles basin. These are: (1) Prevent the intro- 

duction into the atmosphere of those gasis or aerosols that cause the smog; 

and (2) Dissipate the smog or smog producing substances after their release 

into the atmosphere. Neither of these two methods appears to be simple or 

attractive. If the smog producing materials are to be prevented from 

escaping into the atmosphere it must first be established what these sub- 

stances are. When this has been done it will be necessary to devise and 

install equipment to prevent their production or their dispersal into the 

atmosphere. If such measures can be devised it seems certain that they will 

be costly to establish and maintain. If, as it seems probable, individual 

automobiles and incinerators are an important source of smog, then the 

further problem will arise of policing the large numbers of potential 

individual sources. 

The second general method of attacking the smog problem is 

to remove the smog. Usually the smog is not severe because makertainatural 

winds carry it away. However, when the base of the inversion is low and wen 

there is little wind the accumulation of fog becomes serious. Brute force 

methods such as removing mountains or installing an enormous ventilating 

system are clearly prohibitively expensive. However, it may be possible 

to adkdevise more subtle and practical schemes. The problem of con-— 

trolling smog is certainly sufficiently difficult and important that the 

possitility of smog dissipation should be given serious considerations. 

It is proposed that Arthur D. Little, Inc. concern itself with 

a study of the possible solution of the problem. 

It is visualized that a study of this sort might be divided into 

two parts. The first of these would be a study of how the smog is carried 

away under normal conditions. Some estimages should be obtained of the 
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natural flux of smog or smog producing materials out of the Los Angeles 

Basin. It appear that although a considerable amount of work has been 

done in measuring wind trajectories of air masses within the basin there 

is little informatiomon the movement of air out of the basin. There must 

always be a steady flux of air and smog out of the basin whose magnitude 

depends on such @ variables as the speed and direction of the wind at 

various altitudes and the thickness and strength of the inversion. If 

rough estimates can be obtained of how the smog is removed naturally and 

how this rateof removal is affected by £ varioas weather conditions, x this 

information will serve as a sound basis for evaluating the possibility of 

smog dissipation. 

The second fark ps part of a study of gm fog removal will in- 

© volve consideration of possible methods for promoting the natural move- 

ment of smog out of the basin. One such method is to promote cotpestive 

activity mmt and mixing by utilizing solar energy. This might be done by 

releasing heat absorimbing smokes in such a way as to increase the rate at 

which smog is removed from the basin. Rough calculations indicate that 

carbon black suitably dispersed will absorb in about two seconds as much 

Solar energy as it would produce if it were burned. This indicates that 

by the use of this technique it may be possible to increase significantly the 

heating of selected air masses. 

In order to explore this aspect of smog removal it is proposed 

that preliminary theoretical calculations and laboratory work be carried 

out to determine the best methods of producing radiation absorbing smokes. 

e It is also proposed that a preliminary study be made of the behavior of the 

carbon black smokes released into the atmosphere by carbon black manufacturing 

plants. It has been reported that solar heating of thse smokes frequently 
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causes penetration of inversions and the foundation of cumulus clouds. 

Time lapse photography of this phenomenen in conjunction with information 

on meteorological variables at the time would provide preliminary data 

on the basis of which this technique of smog removal could be evaluated. 

It is proposed that personnel of the Arthur D. Little¥Co., 

will make periodic visits to Los Angeles to confer with the staff of the 

Air Pollution Foundation on the possiblities of smog dissipation. During 

these visits it im hoped to make observations that will give indications 

as to the best methods for attacking this problem. 

Although it is expected that the activities of Arthur D. 

Little, Inc. will initially be concerned primarily with the possitility 

of smog prevention, it is anticipated that as this company becomes increasingly 

@ familiar with ‘verSeieamies the smog problem it will be able to make 

Significant contributions along other lines as well. 
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IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

TULSSAY June 29 

AIR POLLUTION FOUNCSATION SELECTS 

INVENTOR KETTERING AS TRUSTEE 

Charles Franklin Kettering, world-famous inventor and research 

scientist, late today (TUESDAY) was elected to the Board of Trustees of 

the Southern California Air Pollution Foundation, 

The board agreed unanimously on Kettering, who has long been 

identified with the automobile industry, as the new member of the group 

dedicated to the elimination of smog in the Los Angeles basins Dr, Fred 

D, Fagg, junior, chairman of the board, made the announcement at the 

Foundation's headquarters, 704 South Spring Street, in Los Angeles, 

Kettering's selection follows several’consultations with the auto 

industry by Dr. L. B. Hitchcock, president and managing director of the 

Foundation, both here and in Detroit, Kettering's nomination was sub 

mitted by the Automobile Manufacturers Association in Detroit. The 

Foundation board acted on that nomination late today, 

Kettering, director and research consultant for General Motors 

Corporation, lives in Dayton, Ohio, 

Dr. Hitchcock said ''Kettering's selection is an encouraging indica- 

tion of the attitude of the Automotive Industry. Llinterpret this as an 

indication that the Automotive Industry is plunging into the serious task 

of the reduction of pollution by the auto, "' 

(KETTERING BIOGRAPHY ATTACHED) 
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BACKGROUND 
CHARLES FRANKLIN KSTTERING 

Charles Franklin Kettering, Vice-President and Research Consultant of General 
Motors Corporation, was bern on a farm near Loudonville, Ohio, August 29, 
1876, He was educated in the county district school, Wooster College, and 
Ohio State University, graduating in 199) with the degree EE in ME, He was 
elected to the honorary fraternities Sigma “i and Tau Beta Pi, 

Following his collegiate work, .Dr, Kettering became designer and inventor for 
the National Cash Registe Company, remaining with that organization for five 
years. He was inventor of the electric cash register, the telephone credit 
system, and numerous improvements in accounting and calculating machinery. 

In 1909, he became associated with Edward A. Deeds in the organization of the 
Dayton Engineering Laboratories Company (Delco) for the purpose of developing 
electrical starting, lighting, and ignition apoaratus which he had invented, 
His invention of the Pelco=Light farm Electrification system was also come» 
pleted during this period, 

In 1916, he established a private research laboratory which was taken over 
in 1920 by General Motors and in 1925 moved to Detroit as the Research Labow 
ratories Division of General Motors Corporation, The latter organization, 
operating under Dr, Kettering's supervision, has been responsible for a 
large number of important contributions to automotive transportation, ins 
cluding Ethyl gasoline, Duco lacquer, crankcase ventilation, and others. 

Another of Dr. Kettering!s developments was the two=cycle Diesel engine, 
which has found wide epplication in the railway and industrial fields, His 
most recent work has been concerned with highscompressiion engines for auto- 
mobilese In June, 197, he announced the development of a gasoline engine 
of 12,5 to 1 compression ratio, giving 35 to 0 percent better fuel economy 
than conventional engines, He is the recipient of 17) patents on automotive 
and related inventions, 

Dr. Kettering's widespread interests have led him into many other technical 
fields, He is the inventor of a fever machine which has proved effective in 
the treatment of heretofore incurable diseases, For most of his life, Mr. 
Kettering has been actively interested in photosynthesis and the problems re=# 
lated to improvement of soils and agriculture in general. In 1929, he esta= 
blished the Charles F, Kettering Foundation, which has carried on research in 
photosynthesis, cancer, and venereal diseases’ treatment. He has actively 
supported soil conservation and soil research, particularly in the field of 
the use of trace elements. 

In addition to his association with General Motors, Dr. Kettering is a Direc= 
tor of the National Cash Register Company, the Flxible Company, and the Mead 
Corporation. He is Chairman of the Winters National Bank and Trust Company. 
During World War II, he was Chairman of the National Inventors Council and 



the National Patent Planning Commission. He is a Trustee of Ohio State 

University. 

Noteworthy among the honors that have come to him are the Sullivant Medal, 
the John Scott Memorial Award, the Franklin Gold Medal, the Gold Key of the 
American Congress of Physical Therapy, the Honor Medal Award of the AsSeMele, 
and the John Fritz Medal Award, He is the recipient of honorary degrees from 
25 different universities and is an honorary fellow of the National Academy 
of Sciences. He is Past-Fresident of the American Association for the Ad= 
vancement of Science and the Society of Automotive Engineers, 

On August 1, 1905, Dr. Kettering married Miss Olive Williams of Ashland, Ohio, 
who died in May, 196, He has one son, Eugene Williams Kettering, married - 
and living in Hinsdsle, Ill:nois, Three grandchildren, a boy and two girls, 
mae up the Kettering family» 

While Dr. Kettering's accomplishments in various fields-of science and research 
have won him many honors and degrees, he esteems most highly the tag which his 

fellow workers hung on him years ago and which has clung to him ever since === 

"Boss Ket," 

October 30, 1950 



Dr, Lauren B. Hitchcock, President | aa 
Southern California Air Pollution Foundation ' 
704 South Spring Street . 
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Dear Dr: Hitchcock: | C~ 59186 

T am sorry not to have been able to reply to your letter of Jume 2 until 
now. ~~ have read over the notes made on our two day meeting ab you re~ 
quested and 7 find them satisfactory. The only addition that } feel 
might be made concerning my own remarks is in connecting my idea of use 
ing a bleck smoke. {| believe that it may be worthwhile to ineclide re~ 
marks that 7 recall being made to the effect that even if the ‘black 
smoke doesn't break the inversion it may be of some value in -causing 
contaminants released with the smoke to concentrate at the invérsion 
base, rather than being dispersed through the layer beneath the inversion. 

Since writing my last letter to you 7 have heard about a very interesting 
meteorological phenomenon that is observed near large plants» that pro- 
duce carbon black. ‘t appears that some of these operations are quite 
inefficient, with the result that rather large amounts of black smoke are 
released into the atmosphere. Acoording te the reports i h.ve heard the 
increased heating of the air containing the smoke causes the aevelopment 
of updrafts that create cumulus clouds down wind from these plants. [ 
feel that photographs ofthis phenomenon along with meteorological data 
might give cons .derable information on the possib: Le ty of using: eh iB 

T hope to be able to cbtath more intomants on on this th, penievanserse and when 
"do T will let you know. 

Sincerely yours, 

Bernard Vonnegut 

/jr 
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Dr. Lauren B. Hitchcock 
President and Managing Director 
Southern California Air Pollution Foundation 
704 South Spring Street 
Los Angeles 14, California — 

Dear Dr. Hitchcock: 

T wish to thank you and your staff for your ‘Van ettaliey and for my 
brief but very interesting and fa ete: visit with you in Los Angeles. 

: T have succeeded in locating several reprints of the papers on 
techniques for tracing airborne particles that T discussed with Dr. Rogers. 
They are being sent under sepernte cover to you. 

On my flight back I noticed several instances in the East in which 
dark sooty air appeared to be concentrated in a thin layer beneath an 
inversion. 1 continue to feel that by the controlled use of dark smoke 
it may be possible to cause industrial waste products from Los Angeles | 
to concentrate in a layer beneath the inversion where they will not cause 

_ trouble on the ground and where they will have a good opportunity of being 
carried away. T have taken some photographs of the black smoke haze at 
the inversion and hope that they come out. If they aren't satisfactory 7 
will attempt to get Some more better ones and | will send them to you. 

Thank you again for having invited me to the conference. Jt was a 
pleasure to meet with you and your group. | 3 

Sincerely, 

Bernard Vonnegut 
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Dr, Hitchcock opened the meeting with a brief summary of the 

Foundation's plans for its 'aerometric"surveys 

Dr, Sutton reported that the British committee on air pollution has 

been functioning since before the war and now has a complete network of 

reporting stations for measurements of SO2 and particulates. He defined 

English "smog" as being polluted fog, the major portion of the contaminants 

being SO2 and smoke, He has never known of eye irritation as such or 

high oxidant concentrations being associated with London "smog", Deaths 

caused by London "smog" are due mostly to bronchitis or heart failure, 

with the doctors disagreeing as to whether the SO2 (H2S04) or the cold is 

the more deadly agent. —_. 

Two questions that he feels need to be answered are: (1) How does 

the pollutant concentration rise and fall on a street? (2) What is the compo- 

sition of auto exhaust? To accomplish this first end, he plans to install 

_ automatic sampling stations along a section of Regent Street to measure 

the CO concentration, He stated that the entire London Transport System 

- yuns on diesel with very close check being kept on engine operation 

_ primarily to conserve gasoline, For publicity, he has made a model to 

demonstrate the effect of an inversion, He accomplishes this simply by 

heating the roof of a large plastic box containing a smoke generator, i 

1, biological agents 
2, fluorescent particles 

3. charged air particles 
4, triggering of supersaturated solutions 

5. balloons | 

Of these methods, the fluorescent particle was regarded by the 

conferees to be the best for our purposes, Much work has been done by 

the Chemical Corps of the Army using this agent, and Dr, Perkins suggested 

that there is a possibility that the Foundation might be able to borrow the 

necessary equipment from them, Dr. Sutton pointed out that this method 

would also give the vertical integration necessary for a true check of the 

surface trajectories, | | 

-— q/ Meteor ological Magazine, May 1954 
al | 
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Biological agents (B-subtilis) have been used in France with good 
results, The agents used are completely harmless, and the method is very 

sensitive, The use of charged particles as tracers was proposed by Dr, 
Vonnegut, It is in an experimental stage and has the disadvantage that the 
charge decay time is less than one«half hour, The use of supersaturated 

solutions to detect individual particles of the tracer is also in the experi- 
mental stage. Dr, Perkins has found constant altitude balloons to be fairly 

difficult to control, Dr, Sutton pointed out that with a balloon as the tracer, 

a positive answer is significant, but a negative answer does not necessarily 

mean that the computed trajectories are wrong, 

It was the general opinion of the group that the main purpose of any 

tracer study should be the testing of the validity of using surface wind 

observations to determine the trajectories of pollutants, with the checking 

on the contribution of any particular source being secondary. There are 

two ways that these studies could be run: (1) A single line of sample 

stations running across the Basin perpendicular to the cloud movement 

would give a "yes or no'' check on the validity of the surface trajectories, 

(2) A deep pattern of sample stations in the predicted path of the tracer 

cloud would not only test the surface trajectories, but it would also furnish 

diffusion data for the calculation of the mean diffusion coefficient. This test 

presupposes an ability to predict surface trajectories -- something which 

at present cannot be done with certainty, but which Dr, Neiburger hopes to 

be able to do with fair accuracy in the near future, 

Dr. Sutton reported that, as a rough approximation, the cloud would 

be from one-third to one-fourth as wide as the distance over which it had 

travelled, 1/ He suggested that the particle source be left on for a long 

time in relation to the sampling time, i,e., at least an hour, He feels 

that before the Foundation does any tracer studies, it should have a great 

deal more information concerning the frequency of the Various wind traject- 

ories and which trajectories are the most important. After this is known 

he believes that it will only take five or six tracer runs either to prove 

or disapprove the validity of surface trajectories {he expressed the personal 

opinion that they are all right), Once these trajectories are verified and 

jf the mean diffusion coefficient could be determined, as suggested by Dr, 

Frenkiel (he would like to see a second part to Dr, Neiburger's report 

including data on the character of wind fluctuations), it would be possible 

to calculate directly the probable contribution of each particular section of 

l17 Dr. Perkins, in a communication subsequent to the conference, wrote 

~ that there are a number of examples under night conditions in which 

the width is less than one-tenth the downwind distance, 

a3ea 
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the city at any particular time to any other part of the city at any particular 
time. If, however, the surface trajectories were not verified, it would be 
necessary to take the upper winds into account and the problem would be 
greatly complicated, 

Dr, Frenkiel stated that the basic knowledge of turbulent diffusion 
is sufficient to evaluate the relative contribution of any particular pollution 
source under given atmospheric conditions provided adequate data is avail- 
able concerning (1) the general wind velocity pattern and (2) the nature of 
the atmospheric turbulence, Extensive data on the character of turbulent 
fluctuations may be difficult to obtain, but even partial resulis, consisting 
of records of fluctuations of wind direction and speed at a few stations in 
the area, would be of value, Using these data, one will be able to determine 
the theoretical distribution of pollutants from any one source of an idealized 
model of the Los Angeles Basin, Experimental measurements with appro- 
priate traces could then be used to evaluate the validity of the theoretical 
results, When the theoretical methods are confirmed for a single source 
of pollution, they may be used with more confidence to study a large number 
of sources and attribute to each its degree of responsibility for contamina- 
tion at each point of the Los Angeles Basin, 

Dr. Sutton mentioned than an almost fool-proof integrating radiometer 
for the measurement of radiation was available at a cost of approximately 
$200, Further information can be obtained by writing Dr, Wilkins, Fuel 
Research Station, Greenwich, London, Dr. Rogers suggested that some 
reflection spectra be taken on the smog, Dr, Vonnegut suggested that the 
albedo of the smog be measured, as its heat absorption might prove to be 
a very important item in its dispersion, Dr. Sutton mentioned that some 
Germans have done a lot of work on the fluctuation of the absorption spectra 
of the atmosphere (he has asked Dr, Wexler to forward the literature 
citation), Dr. Frenkiel agreed that a microwave absorption study of the 
atmosphere proposed by Professor Hershberger would prove valuable, 
Dr, Sutton felt that it would take too long; the first work would be princi- 
pally concerned with development of the method, 

Dr, Vonnegut proposed the possibility of causing the polluted air to 
rise through the inversion by adding black smoke which would absorb solar 
radiation, This rising cloud would cause a local stirring of the inversion 
with the possibility of, at least temporarily, breaking a hole through it, 
The question of whether the solar heating would be sufficient to produce 
this effect was discussed, Dr. Sutton felt that this was worth a mathemati- 
cal analysis to see if it would work, However, he was disturbed by the fact 
that there is no strong wind shear just above the inversion (he would like 
about a fifty-percent increase of wind velocity), He said that methods for 

~4 
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dispersing this cloud are well-known to the Chemical Corps. It was pointed 
out that even if the black smoke doesn't break the inversion, it may be of 
some value in causing contaminants released with the smoke to concentrate 
at the inversion base, rather than being dispersed through the layer beneath 
the inversion, 

Dr. Wexler was very interested in knowing if the top of the smog 
always coincided witi the bottom of the inversion, He wondered if anyone 
had observed during the course of the day's heating whether the top of the 
smog pushed above the base or even the top of the inversion such as has 
been noticed in the case of haze-layers over the Egyptian desert, 1/ a 

Dr, Sutton felt that Dr. Neiburger's report was not a true micro- 
meteorological report but more of a very detailed meteorological report 
of a small area, He said this because of the lack of turbulence data and 
wind fluctuation data, He felt, however, that if the wind trajectories could 
be verified, it would not be necessary to obtain any more detailed informa- 
tion thah is presented in the report, 

It was suggested that vertical temperature profiles and pollution 
concentration profiles be taken with a helicopter during the tracer runs 
and possibly as a routine maiter, 

Notes taken by E, M, Liston 
Edited by M, Neiburger 
9/1/54 

1/ Quarterly Journal of the Royal Meteorological Society, 1935, 
~ C,. S. Durst 

=~ 5— 
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Tel.: MAdison 6-9441 

LAUREN B. HITCHCOCK 

President and Managing Director 

May 15, 1954. 

CONFERENCE ON 

VEHICLE COMBUSTION PRODUCTS AND OTHER EMISSIONS 

The Foundation requests your participation in the propos- 

ed conference, to have the benefit of well-informed and authori- 

tative guidance in (1) reviewing and summarizing all pertinent 

information, in order that (2) our group may gain a better 

comprehension of the several problems involved, thereby facili- 

tating (3) the planning and carrying forward of worthwhile re- 

search under the auspices of this Foundation, in sucha way as 

not to conflict with relating projects which may be now, or will 

be in the future, going forward aggressively elsewhere. 

Place: Huntington Hotel, Pasadena, California 

Time: August 19-21 inclusive (Thursday-Saturday) 

Attendance: Attendance will be by invitation only. Meetings will 

be in the nature of clinical technical sessions, closed to the 

public. Invitations will be extended to individuals who, by virtue 

of training and experience, are ina position to intelligently dis- 

cuss one or more of the subjects listed below. Names to be in- 

vited will be chosen primarily upon recommendation of the 

Coordinating Research Council, and of included or affiliated 

scientific and engineering societies. 

Reservations: Reservations should be made directly with the 

manager, Huntington Hotel, Pasadena, California, mentioning 

the name of this Foundation. This hotel is one of the finest re- 

sort hotels in this country, has very comfortable accommoda- 

tions, beautiful grounds, and a fine swimming pool. Some of the 
rooms are air-conditioned. It has been famed as a year-around 

resort for many years. 

A private, non-profit research foundation — Financed by public-spirited citizens — 
Dedicated to the solution of the smog problem 
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Tentative Program: 

The general plan of conference procedure is to have a series of panel 

sessions, attended by all, to take up in succession the following subjects: 

1. Composition and analysis of automobile exhaust gases. 

2. Composition and analysis of diesel exhaust gases. 

3. Automotive engineering design and control devices. 

4. Effect of fuel, and fuel and lubricant additives. 

The order in which these topics is taken up is subject to change, and the 

topics themselves may undergo some modification before the program is printed. 

Panel Members: 

Nominations for panel members for each of the four proposed subjects are 

solicited, and it is hoped suitable recommendations will be made to the Founda- 

tion promptly. It is suggested that we plan on about four panel members to lead 

discussions for each of the four subjects. Presumably such panel members would 

wish to prepare informal written introductory remarks in advance of the meeting. 

Publication: 

No publicity is desired in connection with this conference. The Foundation 

assumes that a record of the panel sessions should be kept for its own guidance, 

as well as for the benefit of the conferees. It is suggested that a preliminary 

record be circulated among the panel members for editing, and then to prepare 

a summary report with distribution to conferees. 

Final Program: 

The Foundation would like to be able to distribute to its invitation list for 

this conference a final program by July 1, listing those who will attend, anda 

more detailed statement of the conference program. 

This Foundation hopes that, in its role of research and fact-finding as an 

independent body, it may be able to contribute significantly toward the solution 

of the problems in this particular area, and therefore invites your counsel at 

this conference for its guidance. 

Ee a Ve " agiaalicmaie | 

L. B. Hitchcock 
President & Managing Director 

LBH:mek 
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Issued jointly by the © oO LA - 

’ L. A. COUNTY AIR POLLUTION CONTROL DISTRICT iF" we / 

li3k Se San Pedro Ste, Los Angeles 13 ( iS, 

MAdison 9-711 FOR RELEASE: 

and the Monday a.m.'s and p.m.'s 

AIR POLLUTION FOUNDATION ( April 25, 1955 
70, S. Spring St., Los Angeles 1 ( 
MAdison 6-941 

TO THE CITIZENS OF LOS ANGELES COUNTY: 

Officials of your County Air Pollution Control District and officers of the 

privately-supported Air Pollution Foundation are aware that a degree of confusion 

exists regarding the separate identities of these two agencies which are fighting 

side by side in the battle against smog. 

: Even among those who recognize that the one is a tax-supported arm of govern- 

ment and the other an independent nonprofit scientific research organization, some 

confusion exists as to the roles and responsibilities of each. 

Just as smog itself is of vital concern to the public, so is it important that 

the public understand how the tu major agencies working for the elimination of smog 

operate and what each is striving to do. 

It is for the purpose of clarifying the functions of the Control District on 

the one hand and of the Foundation on the other, that this joint statement is issued 

by the undersigned in behalf of these two agencies. 

As will be shown, the work of the one agency complements the work of the other, 

with no duplication of effort or overlapping of activity. 

The single objective of both the Control District and the Foundation is the 

elimination of smog as it is known in the Los Angeles Basin. 

The Control District is working toward this objective first by developing and 

applying rigid control measures against all known sources of air pollution. As an 

important second step Control District efforts are leading to the enactment of new 

rules and regulations as research uncovers new sources of smog and indicates new 

remedies. 

The Foundation is working toward this objective through intensive scientific | 

research into the components of smog and the sources of emission, plus painstaking 

checking and evaluation of all work done by others in the field of air pollution 

throughout the country. | 

MORE) 
A i 8 
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All findings of the Foundation are turned over to the Control District to aid 

the county agency in drafting new rules and regulations for smog control. 

Currently, the Control District is pursuing many interim objectives aimed at 

immediate reduction of smog. High on the list of such objectives are the elimination 

of all single chamber incinerators, more stringent regulation of multiple chamber 

incinerators, elimination of open fires for weed abatement and industrial purposes 

and for burning of agricultural rubbish during low inversions. 

In formulating these objectives, which call for systematic collection and sant 

tary disposal of all combustible rubbish, the Control District was greatly assisted 

by the Foundation. The Foundation last year called a conference on incineration and 

refuse disposal which was attended by authorities from all over the nation. The 7 

results of this conference, which were provided to the District by the Foundation, 

pointed up the need in the Basin for banning incinerators and the burning of waste 

products. 

Along this same line, the Foundation meanwhile is conducting scientific ex- 

periments to determine the composition and amounts of gases emitted into the air by 

typical incinerator usage. These new experiments will supplement previous research 

conducted by the District. It is accepted that smoke from incinerators reduces 

visibility and sometimes adds a stench to the atmosphere, but this project will pro- 

vide further information as to what noxious gases a added to the air by burning of 

newspapers, cartons, garbage and other refuse. The project is being carried out at 

the laboratories of B attelle Memorial Institute, Columbus, Ohio, at a cost of 

$25,000 to the Foundation, and all information obtained will be given to the Control 

District without charge. 

Also on the list of Control District interim objectives is greater control of 

pollutants from industrial and commercial sources, and better service to such firms 

through more prompt processing of applications and permits for construction and 

operation of control equipment. 

In this regard, day by day findings of the Foundation will continue to be 

turned over to the Control District. An example of service already performed for the 

District is the independent audit made last year by the Foundation of hydrocarbon 

emissions from refineries. This audit showed the gainful results of the District's 

action in requiring new vapor recovery equipment and control devices on the part of 

the refineries. 

Another interim objective of the Control District is an energetic search for a 

device or method which will eliminate pollutants from vehicle exhausts. Here, the 

(MORE) 
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Control District is analyzing and testing devices in its own newly established auto- 

motive combustion laboratory, while the Foundation is supporting Control District 

activities by conducting comprehensive 20,000-mile road tests of the Houdry cataly~- 

tic converter, subjecting six Houdry mufflers to rigid examination under actual driv- 

ing conditions. 

The Control District also is pushing for such research projects as offer im~ 

mediate potential toward reduction or elimination of individual contaminants or their 

sources, as well as for longer range research and for stepped up emphasis on radio- 

logical studies on potential contaminants from use of atomic energy for industrial 

power. The Foundation stands ready to consult and advise in each of these fields and, 

where desired by the county, to conduct specific research projects under nonprofit 

service contracts. 

Elsewhere on the Control District list of interim objectives is the implemen- 

tation of an emergency plan for protection of the public in event of an extreme smog 

period which might produce a health hazard. This warning system has been made 

possible by the county's decision to purchase $126,500 worth of accurate measurement 

instruments recommended by the Foundation. The Foundation is assisting the Control 

District without fee in drawing plans and specifications for some of these devices, 

which were conceived by Foundation scientists and must be designed and then manu- 

factured. 

Still another interim objective of the Control District is to bring about 

greater understanding and cooperation by the public through a broadened information 

and education program. The Foundation joins in this objective. While the District 

is informing the public on control measures and enforcement, the Foundation is pro- 

ceeding along a parallel path, informing the public of its own activity in the field 

of scientific research which ultimately will point to new control steps. 

The Foundation, as an independent privately financed research organization, 

has no part in the field of enforcement, but it applauds the District's interim ob- 

jective of a progressively emphasized enforcement program based on additional fact=- 

finding and more strict statutes, rules and regulations. 

The Control District is operating on the theory that it is far better to 

undertake positive control and enforcement steps today with a pepulation of 5,000,000 

and an industrial census of 15,000, than to allow the public welfare problem to reach 

disastrous proportions with a 6,500,000 population and 20,000 industrial and com~ 

mercial census predicted for the year 1965. 

The Foundation agrees with this theory, and accordingly is spending no time or 

(MORE) 
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money in the construction of laboratories, which could only duplicate facilities 

throughout the nation which are readily available to the Foundation. 

Instead, the Foundation's team of scientists ~- men recognized nationally in 

the fields of chemistry, physics, meteorology scl engineering <= are utilizing to the 

fullest degree their years of intimate contacts with the country's various scientific 

societies and the nation's finest universities and private laboratories and research 

institutions. 

It is through long established relationships with the directors and operating 

heads of these various facilities that the Foundation scientists are able to contract 

at low cost for important research work in air pollution. 

In the manner above described, the Control District and the Foundation are 

accomplishing those portions of the big job which each can do best. 

Together, these two agencies are blazing separate but parallel trails through 

the wilderness of all the unknown about smog. These two agencies, working in harmo- 

ny on separate aspects of the air pollution problem, hope to build a road which will 

lead to a rediscovered land of clear skies and pure air. 

Respectfully, 

/s/ Ss Smith Griswold /s/ Le B. Hitchcock 
S. SMITH GRISWOLD L. B. HITCHCOCK 

Air Pollution Control Officer President, Air Pollution Foundation 
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: 3 _ “The odd thing,” Dr. Weid- 

en commented, “is that we — 
ave had virtually no com-_ 

| plaints regarding compliance. 

, ay “with the smoke ordinance.’ 

ii LOCAL NEWS. 
, __ EDITORIALS — OPINIONS cay 
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He said that since the ordis | 
‘nance was passed the entire 
community has taken a per- © 
sonal interest in seeing that 

Times Office: 202 West First Street, Los Angeles 53, Calif. MAdison 5-1348 ‘ 

~ Relates Pride 

in Enforcing - 

New Ordinance 

Dr. Edward R, Weidlein, 

director of the Mellon Instis 

tute, a leader in Pittsburgh’s 

successful fight against 

smoke, advised Los Angeles 

County yesterday to divorce 

smog from politics if it wants 

to win the fight for pure air. 

“Tt has been said: that we 
licked the smoke problem in 
five years in Pittsburgh,” 
Weidlein reported. “That’s 
not true. We fought smoke 
i‘. 40 years but it took us 

> years to get it out of poli- 
tics.” 

Dr. Weidlein was the prin- 
cipal speaker at a luncheon 
given in the Ambassador by 
County Manager Arthur Will. 
In attendance were repre- 
sentatives from most phases 
of civic and business life. 

Dr. Weidlein pulled no 
punches as he told the Pitts- 
burgh story. 

Take Smog From Politics, * 
Pittsburgh Leader Tells L. 

" Garblgittes of 17 

It began, he said, with a 
committee of 17 persons, 
nonpolitical, with but one 
purpose — to get rid of 
smoke. It included leaders at 
top level of all of the city’s 
most powerful groups. 
Among the representatives 

were three union presidents, 
the president of a railroad, 
the president of a steel com- 
pany, the president of a util- 
ity company, a newspaper 
publisher and_ similarly 
placed individuals from other 
major institutions. 

This committee, Weidlein 
implied, carried sufficient 
weight to obtain commit- 
ments of support from both 
political parties. 

Ordinance Drafted 

With this political support, 
‘the doctor continued, the 
icommittee spent two years 
in drafting an antismog ordi- 
nance which they felt could 
do the job, When it was done, 
it was handed over to what. 
corresponds here to our Board 
of Supervisors, Weidlein said. 

The politicians passed it 
without question, the visitor 
recalled. 

“Since that time,” Weid- 
lein said, “the smoke issue is 
never mentioned by cam- 
paigning politicians. On the. 
question of smoke, there is 
no political party involved.” 

The committee, Weidlein 
said, is completely respon- 
sible for enforcement of the 
smoke ordinance. 

the ordinance is obeyed, . 
/ “Now,” he said, “there is a 
pride in Pittsburgh. : 

He told of the Pittsburgh 
approach at the beginning. - 

»,_ “We cleaned _up wherever 
we found smoke,” he said. 
“And I mean everywhere.” 

Householders were given a 
four-year period to convert, 
from smoky bituminous coal 
to other types of fuel which 
smoke less, Dr. Weidlein said. 

. They all complied, he added, 
even though it raised their 
fuel bills.--As to the other 
sources of smoke, the commit- 
tee set up subcommittees— 
one within the railroads, an- 
other within the steel com- 
panies and others within 
whatever type of business 
was producing the smoke.. . 

Dr. Weidlein said these gub- 
committees have spent thou- j 
sands, and in some cases til- 
lions, of dollars in construc-, 
tive research that has lead to 
the alleviation or elimination 
of smoke, 

Take Personal Interest © 

As the smoke that once had 
blackened Pittsburgh to the 
point where it turned day al- 
most into night subsided, the 
people of the city began to 
take a personal interest in the 
program. 

They began to ‘see, said 
‘Weidlein, that each of them 
was in one way or another to 
blame for the over-all prob- 
lem. And each in turn began 
taking a personal pride in do-|. 
ing his part to eliminate the 
smoke. 

The committee, he said, has* 
never spent more than $90, 000 
in any one year, but it has © 
been responsible for some 2 

’ billion dollars worth of im- 
provements since the aftti 

" smoke program began. He said) 
the success of the program has 
resulted in a substantial re- 
duction in taxes.
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re. Smeg and Speed Control 
Urged for Autos in State 

The smog situation is 

serious and as our popula- 

tion increases it will be in-» 

creasingly bad. 

There is no doubt that 

much of the smog comes 

from automobile fumes. 

It is impossible to abolish 

the use of automobiles and 

trucks in California, They 

are a necessary part of the 

industry and. life of the 

State, but they are not 

properly controlled. 
The National Safety 

Council reports that 38,000 
Americans in the United 

States were killed last year. 
Many times that number 

are injured each year. Cali- 
fornia alone had about 30;- 

000 accidents and nearly 

46,000 injured in 1953. 

Motor vehicles are now a 

decided menace to the 

lives and health of Cali- 

fornians. There are 6,000,- 

‘000. motor vehicles regis- 

tered in California. 

x 

It is within the power of 
the State of California to 
abate a large part of the 
smog menace and the acci- 

dent toll directly attribu- 
table to motor vehicles of 
all kinds by the following 
means: 

Let the Legislature pass a 
law to the following effect: 

1—After a reasonable in- 
terval subsequent to the 
passage of the law no new 
automobile may be.sold or 

used in California that does 

not have an exhaust con- 

trol preventing the escape 

of gasoline vapors and oth- 
er automobile gases. There 
are several such devices at 

the present time and such a 

law would stimulate the 

manufacturers to intense 
‘effort to improve them. 

2—That “no new auto- 
mobile may be sold in Cali- 

fornia that can physically 
travel faster than—say 60 

m.p.h. Police, Highway Pa- 
trol and physicians should 
be exempt from the speed 

Timit upon certificate of 
necessity from the State, 

_ renewable oe. year. That 

speed limit. certainly 

sheer murder to place in 

the hands of drivers from 

the age of 16 years up and 

of various mentalities and 

temperaments a car with 
such an engine. Before any: 

such cars are used in Cali- 

fornia an automatic stop 

should. be forced on the 

manufacturer by the State 
limiting the speed to 60 
m.p.h. and the same ‘thing 
should apply to all makes 
of motor vehicles for the 

1955 trade. 

3—After a certain date 

to be fixed by the Legis- 
lature no automobile bear- 

ing the license of any other 
State will be permitted to. 
enter California unless it 

also has the same construc: 
tion speed limit or an au- 
tomatic stop at that speed 
and the same escape gas 

prevention that are pro- 
vided in said law. 

It is entirely within the 
power of the State to make 
such a law and enforce it 
in respect to traffic within 

the State. Of course, such 

action will require altera- 
tions in existing California 
traffic laws, but that also 

is entirely within the pow- 
er of the State. 

* 

Such a statute will meet 
objection from the “speed- 
crazy” individuals and per- 
haps at first some automo- 

bile manufacturers. But al- 

most immediately a large 

amount of smog, death and 
injury of Californians by 

motor vehicles will begin to 

disappear and the disap- 

pearance will be progres- 
sive. 

Moreover, since automo- 

bile manufacturers will not 

have to compete in making 

ears with greater and great- 

er speeds the competition in 

sales of various makes will 

take the form of better 

body work, more reliable 

engines, etc. 

In fact; the sale of auto- 

mobiles with these restric- 

tions will probably -in- 
crease because reasonable 

individuals who form the 

great body of car users will 

appreciate such restrictions. 
—In-any event the health. | 
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Dr Krick Would Carry 
Fumes to Higher Leyels 

TUl$ Guy Uad 
A new way to feduce part 

of the Los Angeles smog is 

suggested by Dr. Irving P. 

Krick, former head of the Cal- 

tech meteorology department. 

“Cities that lie in basins 

rimmed by mountains or high 

hills,” he writes in a book re- 

leased yesterday, such as Los 

Angeles and Salt Lake City, 
may have only themselves: to 

blame, 
“An overhead ‘sewer line’ 

could be constructed in such 

cities that would connect with 

some of the offenders among 

the largest industries. This 

sewer line could carry many 

of the pollutants up to some 

high hill above the inversion 
layer whence the higher level 

air currents would blow them 

away. 
“Such a system would only 

be turned on when smog 

‘ 

g clr © ze bet + 

threatens. But, of course, it: 

would not take care of some} 

offenders such as household} 

trash burners and the automo- 

bile. However, it would re- 

move some of the most un- 

healthy pollutants. 
“For another practicable 

suggestion, cheinicals might 
be introduced at the source of 

major pollution which would 
neutralize the toxic effects 

though smoke would remain. 

Or, such chemicals might be 

dispersed into the air by ma- 

chines such as those used to 

seed clouds with silver iodide} 

to increase rainfall.” 

The new book, “Sun, Sea 

and Sky,” is published by J.| 

B. Lippincott Co. Dr. Krick, | 

in a foreward, credits William 

S. Barton, Times science edi- 

tor, for material in one of the 

chapter S. 

-OWTey: 

Smog Danger 
Robert ‘L. Daugherty’s - 

report on automobile -ex- © 
hausts was excellent 
~The nearest his article ‘ 
obtained to the lead in gaso- | 
line, which certainly gets 
into the’air, was mention © 

of “aldehydes. . 
~ ‘There seems a reluctance 
‘in reports to use.the word 
lead, present in all gaso- 
lines. 

This seems to the writer | 

sthe real danger of smog. 
FERN McLELLAN, 

ae Pasadena. 

1. Seah 
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jin Research 
|| SC School of Medicine Given $5000 

1 to Buy Instrument fo 

A SRI BB. 

New Microscope to Aid | 
on Smog 

r Minute Studies 

More concentrated activity in the field of smog re- 
Search was promised yesterday by the University of |; 
Southern California School of Medicine through use of , |@ new high-powered electron microscope with a magni-|! 

» | fication capacity 50,000 times greater than the ‘Lhe instrument, whicn nas 
a magnification power 50 
times greater than the com- 
mon light microscope, will 
permit minute studies of ul- 
trathin plant and animal tis- 

. E. James Lee and ah 
Packard, cochairmen, made 
the request in a letter which 
they said would be present-|¢ 
ed to the grand jury today.|,r 
Grand jurors last week dead-}} 

sues under the new micro-|jocked on whether to hold aly 
tome process developed by 
Dr. Baker and Dan C. Pease 

public session‘on its smog in-|t} 
vestigation. re) 

of the SC School of Medicine| «We are respectfully ask- 
onday | several years ago. 

Hes Pate. Although the school’s. re-!__-_ Turm to: Bage 3, Colupin at : : : 

the letter ‘said in part. 

-» Ask Use of Powers 
| “In making this request 
we are not asking you to... 
persecute anyone or to place 
the blame for smog,” the let- 
ter said. “We merely ask that 
you use your great power 0 
bring the facts out into the 
open. We feel that the gra ¢ 

| ity of the smog situation mer- 
its granting the public this 
minimum consideration.” 

Committee officials said the! 
group now represents. citi-|[J 
zens of more than 30 comé} 
munities having a populat 

of more than 1,000,000 pe 
sons. re 

i 

~ WAR ON SMOG SPURRED—Dr, Gordon Goodhart, dean of SC School _of Medicine, 
tight, and Dr, Richard Baker, associate professor, left, explain to Oscar Trippet, pres-. 
ident of Moore-White Medical Foundation, magnification powers. of common micro-.” 

_ $cope, Foundation has given electron microscope to school to aid in war on smog. - 
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Idea’ on smog control were 

fired like shotgun pellets— 

zinging in all directions— 

when Gov. Knight and some 

40 Southland State legislators | 

discussed the air pollution 

problem yesterday in the | 

State Building. 

- After more than two hours 

it was apparently agreed, 

politics. 
There also seemed to be a 

Imeeting of the legislators’ 

minds that the problem of 

routing smog is primarily for 

the scientists and technicians. 

meeting by reviewing various 

steps he has taken in the 

smog control fight and sug- 

gested finally that perhaps 

consideration should be taken 

of a bill to empower the Board 

of Supervisors to close down 

industry in event of a danger- 

ous smog emergency. 

Called by Knight 

No conclusion was reached. 

Gov. Knight called the law- 

makers together ‘in the inter- 

est of exploring all possible 

channels of State assistance 

in controlling smog.” 
Among the channels which 

various legislators suggested 

SMOG IDEAS TOSSED 
AT KNIGHT HEARING | . 

more or less, that the smog) 
fight should be kept out of| basis, — Assemblyman Mune 

ov. Knight opened the) man Stanford C. Shaw (D), 

IRCULATION COPY: 

Appoint a committee of 

scientists to study the prob- 

lem, then report its findings 

to the Legislature in January 

for possible action.—Assem- 

blyman Charles E. Chapel (R), 

46th District, joined in by As- 

semblyman William Munnell 

(D), 51st District. 

Extend. Air Pollution Cons 

trol District to a regional 

es Cime 

nell. ‘ 

Remove. smog. control re- 

sponsibility from Board ~ of 

Supervisors, provide for elec- 

tion of smog commissioners; 

to take charge. — Assemblye 

72nd District. 

Federal Help Wanted 

Ask for Federal help in ob- 

taining information relating 

to smog and thus arm smog- 

producing sources with ideas 

to control air -pollution.—As- 

semblyman Frank G, Bonelli | 

(D), 52nd. District. 

Adopt the Pittsburgh (Pa.) 

approach, an independent cit- 

izens committee, with com- 

munity participation based on 

community pride—Assembly- 

man Frank Lanterman (R), 

48th District. 
Make the various city puh- 

Continued from 

URGES INDEPENDENT SMOG SURVEY—Assembly- independent citizens. gpmmittee should be: <ekeeseeaee 

man Frank Lanterman, right, as he told Gov, Knight 

and 40 Southland legislators at smog hearing that an 

SMOG MEETING | | 

Turn to Page 20, Column 1 
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Ye 

utilize the smog-combating ideas which led to clear- 

ing up of air pollution in Pittsburgh (Pa,) steel area. 
Times phote 

The sites presumably would 
be spotted throughout the) 
county. : 

iman said, “we'll have another| The Board of Supervisors) 

lmeeting in Los Angeles and|also voted to order the print4 
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Nic health officers ex-officio)” -~ So smiak fe rs ete ee 

. b t the Air Polluti lagain request the automobile|ing of an additional 200 

members of the Air totiubloM industry to be heard.” copies of a legal compendium 

Control District. Assembly-| Meanwhile, yesterday thejon smog control and responsi- 

man Patrick D. McGee (R),/Board of Supervisors invited bility, authored by Kennedy. 
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‘A nonhysterical approach|combined study of methods to| resume of smog control back- 

to the problem, a call for pa-|collect and dispose of combus-| sround have been enclosed by 

tience as the solution may be|tible rubbish ona county-wide!the county in tax statements 

years away.— Assemblyman /asis. to residents. 

A. I, Stewart (R), 47th Dis-| Evening Burning . 
i TtV0: Tos Ane = 

trict. SC 

Send Smog to Desert 
well as the cities ol Pasadena | 

lond South Gate, ° ll bhecin ai’ 

} slid he foun sens..Antismog Action 
se & 

We'd b a mee Tee ee trial period of 4 pmj oy brand 

Weld better geV¥OmeMERPO).. 7 p.m. burning Rows fox| ities mine ess 
tine And we haven't @ot the Baca or instead| 25 PF ee 
FLIES OS sae 8 ©\of in the morning. 
facts at this time. 

: : County Manager Arthur J. 
Muffler Bill Hearing Will and County Counsel | 
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On another front, 
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lets Criticized 

Send Smog to Desert 

Some way should be found 

to help nature get the smog 

out 0 s Angeles int ; = : 

f Los Angeles into the \packyard inci 

desert, something to be done} .¢- in +} ae 

between here and the Mojavel”. in the more 
ce 10) County Manager Arthur J. 

Desert. Assemblyman Thom-| wil} : ; 

as J. Doyle (D) 45th Distriet fs god. Count) Counse’ 

“Te = ee stnre Harou W. Kennedy pointed | 

ong-term loans, perhaps |i, t} hil 
: 

ss ery sere to the. possibility ofa bond is- 

Federal aid, to small indus-|.je to rais funds for pur 

trial contributors of smo 2) eae raise funds for Pur" | reachir 

oe iva Vor ane lchase of rubbish disposal sites {Teaching 

Assem man Vernon Al pat-|for the cut-and-fill met ee, 

rick (D), 55th District. 
TE 

The State to move in, spend 

whatever necessary to hire 

the best mindsan the nation, 

or the world, to work or the’ 

problem until a solution is 

reached. Assemblyman John 

L. E. Collier (R), 54th District. 

Charge It to State 

The State should take over 

the burden of the cost of) 

whipping the smog situation. | 

Assemblyman 
G. Delbert! 

Morris (R), 63rd District. 

The State to take over, in- 

asmuch as the Board of Su- 

pervisors has done an excel- 

lent but nonetheless. inade- 

quate job. Senator-elect Rich-| 

ard Richards (D); Los Angeles" 

County. 

Assembl 

Levering 

had virtually the 

this point. 

“Tt seems to me,” he said, 

“that we seem to be moving 

fast in, a dangerous direction 

—with the State taking over 

from the county. 

“The suggestions,” he said; 

“are precipitous this morning. 

We'd better get some facts be- 

fore we .move in any direc- 

tion. And we haven't got the 

facts at this time.” 

Muffler Bill Hearing | 

announced that 

ring on 

ould be 

gal 

land South Gate, 

90-day trial period of 

to 7 

the taxpayers’ mone} 

fend a course. of inaction... 

On another front, Mayo 

Poulson advised the City 

Board of Public Utilities and 

Transportation to give “far 

scrutiny’ to a re 

S 
* 
l 
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yman Harold K. 

(R), 60th District, 

last word at 

his muffler 
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heard today in 

said the pill, originally 

concerned with noise, 

been expanded te include ex 

haust-fumess — ——— 

He said that the Automo- 

bile Manufacturers 

tion has been request 

send a representative 
to 

tify at today’s subcomn if 

hearing. 
“Tf one is not SC ial 

bating 
mittee should be selected to 

ideas which led to clear- 

(Pq.) steel ares. 
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~ Trash-Burning 
~ Law Blocks 
SC Bonfire 

“Hidden” provisions of a 
new law effective today 
changing the hours of back- 
yard incinerator use fanned 
unexpected flames yesterday 
and superheated some tem- 
pers, 2) 

The stringent provisions re- 
sulted in revocation of a lire 
Department permit for a huge 
bonfire planned in Los An- 
geles Memorial Coliseum to- 
night as a feature of the Uni- 
versity of Southern Califor- 
nia Ilome-coming Week. 

Reinstatement Sought 
This, in turn, caused Coun- 

cilman Harold <A. Henry, 
sponsor of the legislation, to 
do a slow burn and to turn the 
heat on the department to re- 
instate the permit. SC. stu- 
dents are pretty hot under the 
collars, t0Grorc 

“This is stupidity,” Henry 
said. “The Fire Department is 
‘straining at gnats.” 

“The Council never intend- 
ed anything except to change 
the legal hours of incinerator 
burning from the morning to 
afternoon to lessen smog. We 
never intended to prohibit 
celebration bonfires.” 

& 
incline te as Bring | 
Switch Leads 

fo Contusion 
| The switch from morning’ 

to evening hours for back- 

yard 

made its debut yesterday in 

Los Angeles, Pasadena ari’ 

‘South Gate with no apparent 

result except confusion. 

' Well-informed household- 

ers, spying on forgetful or un- 

knowing neighbors, called the 

Fire Department and the Po- 
lice Department to report il- 
legal morning fires in adjoin- 

ing yards, : 

Others Phone Police ‘ 

Asst. Chief W. R. Goss of 
the Fire Department said 150 
such complaints were 
received during the morning. 

The Fire Prevention Bureau 
dispatched investigators in 

each case, Goss said. 
An additional 24 telephoned 

complaints were received by 
the Police Department, which 
passed them on to the Fire 
Prevention Bureau. 

Goss said that another 900 
telephone callers sought in- 
formation regarding the 
change in burning hours. 

Hours for burning, former- 
ly from 6 a.m. to 10 a.m,, are 
now from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. 

The new hours are to be in 
effect for a 90-day trial period 
during which, it is hoped, air 

pollution control officials will 

Turn to Page 2, Column 2 

incinerator burning 

& 

Plans New Resolution 

Raymond Hill, deputy chief 

of the Fire Prevention Bu- 

reau, said thatygthe new law 

eliminates provisions provid- 

ing for exceptions to the hours 

of burning. : 

“We'll ‘ehange that. Pron 

to.” Henry told Hill. “Ill in- 

troduce a_ resolution into 

Council tomorrow repealing 

these stringent provisions. 

This new section is contrary 

to the intentions of the Coun- 

cil. The only thing we wanted 

‘to do was to co-operate in 

fighting smog and someone 
slipped in these other provi- 

sions.” 
Chief Hill said that if the 

Council today acts to repeal 

the unwanted provisions, the 
permit for the festive fire will 

be reinstated. 

Planned for 90 Days 

The new law provides that 

{rash may be burned in home 

incinerators between 4 and 7 

‘p.m. instead of from 6 to 10 

‘am. as formerly. . 

The plan will be effective 

for 90 days and if successful, 

will be made permanent. 

In asking the Council to en- 

act the legislation Henry 

} 

pointed out that smog builds 
up its density during morning 
hours and that a change in 
time incinerators are in use 
would decrease the volume of 
smoke in the air at the peak 
period. 

| The Board of Supervisors 
jalso agreed to the Council’s 
\request to adopt similar mea- 
sures to make the test more 
effective. The change in coun- 

low the same hours, will take 
place Dec. 3. 

ty territory, which will fol-- 

smog Blame 
It is high time that some-_ 

yne speak up against the 

current political campaign 

oeing conducted in the war 
on smog. Tee 
Gordon Larson has ‘be- 

come the whipping boy of 

Messrs. Legg and Poulson, 

who, in trying to shift the 

blame from their own shoul- 
ders, have thrown mud at 
Mr. Larson. Bes 
Why don’t we get down 

to facts? The cause of smog 

is well known .to anyone 

who takes the time and ef- 

fort to find out. It is auto- 

mobiles and_ practically 

nothing else. nie 
I have seen this problem 

develop since 1936. There 

was a considerable contri- 
bution made by industry 

toward the infiltration of 
our skies but that was as 
nothing compared to the 
tremendous number of au- 
tomobiles that have been 
moved into Los Angeles 
County. Every time a car 

engine turns over more 

smog is generated. eae 
_ The other day one of the 
news services released a 
photo which purported to 
show a great belching of 
“smoke” rising from a 
Southern California refin-' 
ery. That was an utter mis- 
caption designed to mis- 
lead those who are not fa- 

miliar with the oil industry. 
What was shown was the: 
steam vapors drifting away | 
from cooling towers. =~ — 

Industry in Southern Cal- 

ifornia has _ contributed 
much to Los Angeles Coun- 
ty. This contribution has’ 
not, of late, included sree 

The politician is helpless. 

to do anything. He has not 
appealed to the automobile, 

driver or owner or designer 
to design attachments to! 

.those cars so as to prevent 

their billowing into the air 
those venomous fumes 0! 
carbon monoxide that 
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Grand Jury Abandons 
Smog Problem Probe 

to Open 
Hearings Blamed for 
Action by Foreman 

The county grand jury announced last night it intends 
to abandon all further deliberations, both public and secret, 
on the smog problem. 

The action came shortly 
after Superior Court Judge 
Harold W. Schweitzer issued 
a stern warning against jury 
tampering by outside persons 
attempting to influence grand 
jurors opposed to an open 
public hearing on smog to 
switch their votes. 

Further Study Useless 

In a statement agreed upon 
last night Foreman Pro Tem 
W. Blake Fairweather said: 

“Because only nine jurors'| 
were in favor of a public hear. 
ing, even if further secret 
hearings were held and suf- 
ficient evidence presented to 
satisfy them, it is obvious 
that further deliberations on 
smog are useless, particularly | 
in view of the fact that the 
instructions of the judge were 
that a minimum of 14 jurors 
is necessary to conduct a pub- 
lic hearing.” 

Jury Tampering Charged 

Fairweather said the state- 
ment was meant to be “‘all- 
inclusive,” applying to both 
secret and open public hear- 
ings. 

. — 

siders since their vote against 
an open public hearing. 

One juror complained yes- 
terday, it was learned, that 
he was given the threat: “You 
will be made to look like a 
clown if you don’t change 
your position on the smog 
hearing question.” 

At the same time the judge 
indicated that one grand ju- 
«or—not identified in a 
bluntly worded communica- 
tion handed the grand jury 
yesterday—may be prosecut- 
led for violating his oath of 
secrecy by divulging how each 
of his colleagues voted on the 
smog question. 

Liability Limited 

Additionally, Judge 
Schweitzer called attention to 
the fact a grand juror—also 
not named—released to the 
press a copy of the proposed 
petition requesting a public 
hearing. 

“The document was not a 
public document,” the judge’s 
letter went on, ‘‘and therefore 
is not privileged. As a result 
any statements made therein 
might be found to be libelous, 
and subject a member of the 
grand jury to civil liability.” 

Harlier, Judge Schweitzer. | o 

The judge also was irked or Pring Wigs A ~ . i ‘ ge a © dp Dee 

~ Judge Warns | 

a 

to convince them that they 

_ is not my concern as t 

of Tampering 
in Smog Probe 
Continued from First Page 

‘ ea | 

likewise fall in the same .cate- 
gory,’ the judge’s letter went 
on. “I therefore respectfully, 
eaution the members of the’ 
grand jury that a grand ju- 
rors immunity to civil lia- 
bility is limited.” r 

Dist. Atty. Roll, after being 
notified of the communica- 
tion, instructed Dep. Dist. 
Attys. Fred Henderson and 
William B. Ritzi, grand jury 
counselors, to question each 
juror to determine, if pos- 
sible, who had been contacted 
by outsiders, who the callers 
were, as well as the contents, 
of their “pitch” on the smog} 
matter. 

Refers to Statement 

Results of the grand. jury 
“poll” will be written up ina 
report and submitted to Judge 
Schweitzer for possible action, 
Roll. said. . 

The copy of the petition re- 
ferred to was a statement by 
a member of,the pro-public, 
hearings grand jury faction. | 
The document discussed the, 
series of hearings looking to-} 
ward opening the inquiry to 
the public as well as the re- 
sultant findings (which were 
not adopted by the entire 
grand jury, but lost by a tie 
vote). 

In the statement by the de- 
feated faction, the Board of| 
Supervisors was identified ast 
being empowered to act as 
Air Pollution Control Board} 
of Los Angeles County and} 
that “the said members and|’ 
each of them have been negli-| based « 
gent anc careless” in that they |investig 
failed to develop a compre-| “I 1 
hensive plan for emergency|week c 
measures in the event a killer] grand 
smog invaded the area. press a =. titibn 

Jurist’s Warning aes 
Following is the pertinent ; é : Hot. a’: part of Judge Schweitzer’s let- therefo: 

ter to Fairweather: a result 
“It has been reported to me|therein 

that at least four members of | libelous 
the grand jury who voted|her of 1 
against the public session liability 
have been approached by out-|. “Seve 
siders who have endeavored/have bh 3 ia ' 

NoOuld © 

o how 
each member of the grand 
jury votes, but I call your at- 
tention to the fact that any 
outsider who attempts to in- 
fluence a grand juror in his 
voting is guilty of a felony. 

bility i: 
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NO OXYGEN 

Smog Held 

Atmosphere 
BY WILLIAM S. BARTON 

Life started on the earth) 

when the planet was covered 

with smog and no oxygen 

existed, according to Dr. 

Kalervo Rankama of . the 

University of Helsinki, Fin- 
land. He spoke yesterday at 

ithe opening of the annual 

meeting of the Geological So- 

ciety of America and allied 

groups in the Statler and 

Biltmore. 
“We now believe,” the Fin- 

nish scientist said, “that the 

earth, as a planet, has existed 

for some four and a half bil- 

lion years. Life probably 

started about three billion 
years’ ago when there wat 

smog but no oxygen. 

Covered With Gases 

“This form of life that 

could go on without oxygen 

must’ have been quite pecu- 
liar, The fact that it did go 
on suggests that. Mars, de- 

spite its lack of oxygen, still 

may bear some rudimentary 

form of living things, The 
oldest rocks we have found 
in Africa and in Canada indi- 
cate that the earth’s rocky 
structure dates: back at least 
‘three billion years. And, 
some ofthe earliest carbon 
discovered appears to be of 
biological origin, contained 
originally, perhaps, in water- 
laid sediments. Before there 
was any free oxygen the 
earth appears to have been 
covered with smoglike gas- 
es." 

Gold is still more valuable 
than uranium, it was pointed 
out by Ernest Gordon, Atom- 
ic Energy Commission scien- 
tist who is stationed at Grand 
Junction, Colo, 

Earth s First 

} 

atin eds Se Mai Sa 

“AEC Uses Planes 

“But the AKG,” he re-' 

|ported, “continues to want al 

the uranium it can get. att 
tens of millions of .do llars| 
worth of the atomic fuel have 
been discovered in the United 

States, both north and south) 

of the Colorado sagen ey 

pay something like $3. 
pound for uranium as ie is 

und in ores. The ore, how- 

ever, must be as rich as two- 

tenths of 1% of uranium. Or, 
there must be at least four 
‘pounds. of uranium per ton. 
“Gold is worth $35 an 

ounce, a lot more than ura- 

nium, but the latter is worth 

over 10 times as much as the 

30 cents a pound paid for cop- 
per. The AEC has nine air 

planes looking for uranium in 

the western part of the coun- 

try. They fly within 50 feet 
of the ground and have been 

successful with the aid of new 

scintillation counters.” 

The AEC never has had to 

| Turn to Page 2, Column 1 
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ducted in co-operation with| 

the Bureau of Standards, soon 

vith a 
secti- 

+S Fein | 
-stuff|Will be analyzed by an elec-/ 

them)tronic computer. 

vigor} Di, McCabe, who has con- 
; tinued to serve the local Air) 

Dale: Pollution Control District as a 

Gil-, consultant since he resigned 

RKET./the director's post, said addi- 
oe tional tests soon will be made 

on automobile engines at the 

government's. internal com-, 

yro-|busting testing center at! 
our| Bartlesville, Okla, 
mbt! He reported that the auto- 

» uch|mobile industry now is “be- 
tsis.|ginning to turn loose a lot 
rte, | of talent on the smog prob- 

lem,” : 

hing “Help for Larson 

or cl ...Dr. McCabe will return to 
vite} Washington following, the 
hen|imeeting of the Air Pollution 
‘sn’t/Control ‘Association’s semi- 
#nS-;annyal technical conference, 
nd/Thursday through Saturday, 
ngjat the Biltmore. 
vt-| Gev. Knight emphasized 
‘e-|that his purpose in aligning 
n-|tederal and State anti-smog 
g\effort was not to usurp re- 

sponsibility for smog control 
from. the county. 

of} ‘this meeting was called,” 
fly he said, ‘for the purpose of 
in-}organizing and co-ordinating 
*”\ efforts heretofore going on in 

separate theaters. 
“But we will be in the po- 

© | sition cof aides-to Mr. Larson, 

Musician Sine 

PLEDGED = 
a de 

_——1et you about the “pennies=u-uay—preen— i 

Tt 

l under the law. We are not! hold 
trying to infri inge on the 
Boar d of Supervisors. Our 
pur pose is simply to aid. — 

“All of this is a serious and 
earnest attempt to help Los 
Angeles County solve the 
smog problem.” 

Gov. Knight closed the con- 
ference by saying he was more 
firmly convinced than ever 
that the oil refineries should 
close down voluntarily during 
the next smog attack, 

The refineries turned down 
his request for them to close 
last Oct. 22, —° ; 

Will. Repeat Rejuest 

“LT know I have no legal 
power to.close them,” he said, 
“but I will again request them 
to shut down when the smog 
becomes bad, Then we could 
find out once and for all just 
how much they contr ibute to 
the smog.” 
Meanwhile in Sacramento, 

Commissioner Bernard R. 
Caldwell of the California 
Highway Patrol was prepar- 
ing to come to Los Angeles 
where tomorrow he will be 
nominated before the Board 
of Supervisors for temporary 
duty as smog law enforce- 
ment officer. 

On loan from the State, 
upon order of Goy, Knight, he 
will serve in the newly cre- 
ated post pending appoint- ain © 
ment of a permanent head oso 
the department. 
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